
Offer by ASKO Appliances (Aust.) Pty Ltd ABN 65 007 007 329
35 Sunmore Close Moorabbin 3189
PH: 1300 00 2756

Save Up To 15% on ASKO Kitchen packages Terms and Conditions are as follows:

For a limited time: Save 10% when purchasing 2 ASKO Kitchen appliances OR Save 15% when purchasing 3 or more
ASKO Kitchen appliances.

1. Offer only available on the purchase of eligible ASKO appliances from ASKO authorised agents in Australia from
6th November 2023 until 31st January 2024 (Offer Period).

2. Offer only available strictly while stocks last, no rainchecks.

3. Offer only available on purchases of new ASKO Ovens, Cooktops, Rangehoods, Warming/Vacuum Drawers,
Coffee Machines, wine climate cabinet and Dishwashers designed for domestic/personal use. Not available on
ASKO Freestanding Dishwashers, ASKO cooking accessories or laundry appliances.

4. Offer does not include any Display Clearance Stock items.

5. This offer is not valid in conjunction with any other ASKO Cooking or Kitchen offers.

6. This offer will be applied at point of purchase, not via redemption.

7. Orders under $5,000: ASKO can hold orders free of charge for a total of 6 months from the date of purchase. After 6
months, the order will need to be paid in full and delivery taken. If not, ASKO reserves the right to cancel the order and
issue a refund.

Orders over $5,000: ASKO can hold orders free of charge for a total of 6 months from the date of purchase. After 6
months, payment is to be made in full otherwise ASKO reserves the right to cancel the order and issue a refund. Once
payment is received, the holding period will extend a further 6 months free of charge (full holding period equalling 12
months). If delivery is not taken after 12 months, ASKO reserves the right to cancel the order and issue a refund.

8. ASKO will contact the customer if a product becomes discontinued. The relevant product is to be paid in full and delivery
taken within 7 days. If delivery is not taken, ASKO cannot guarantee product availability and will not offer a replacement. A
full refund will be issued.

9. All promotions are only available on products purchased through ASKO’s Retail Agents through ASKO’s Vara online sales
portal. Promotions or any special offers will not be applicable to commercial trade purchases, staff purchases, associate
purchases, seconds stock boxed or unboxed purchased at ASKO or a business partner of ASKO.

10. Commercial orders to businesses are not eligible to receive promotional offers which are exclusively offered to our
ASKO Agents at full retail price.

11. All accessories depicted in marketing material are not a part of the offer. This includes (and is not limited to) pull
out shelves on laundry appliances, top and side panels on dishwashers, and any kitchen cabinetry or utensils
depicted in any ASKO images.

12. Only open to Australian residents residing in Australia aged 18 years and over.

13. To the extent permitted by law, any ASKO appliance returned due to change of mind, will be liable for a re-stocking
fee of 20% of the purchase price if the appliance is not in original packaging or the packaging has been opened
(statutory returns excluded).

14. ASKO reserves the right to change, substitute, withdraw or extend any promotional offer at any time without
notice. Any decision by ASKO in connection with this offer is final.
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ASKO Cooking Runout (Induction and Anthracite Ovens) Terms and Conditions are as follows:

For a limited time: Save up to $1100 on ASKO Cooking Runout (induction and Anthracite Ovens).

15. Offer only available on the purchase of eligible ASKO appliances from ASKO authorised agents in Australia from
6th November 2023 – While stocks last (Offer Period).

16. Orders must be paid in full & delivered within 30 days of placing the order.

17. Offer only available strictly while stocks last, no rainchecks.

18. Offer does not include any Display Clearance Stock items.

19. Offer is inclusive of GST. Full retail price is disclosed on ASKO’s website au.asko.com under the associated product.

20. This offer is not valid in conjunction with any other ASKO Cooking or Kitchen offers.

21. This offer will be applied at point of purchase, not via redemption.

22. Offer only available on purchases of selected ASKO Kitchen and Cooking appliances designed for
domestic/personal use as listed below:

MODEL CODE PRODUCT DESCRIPTION RUNOUT PRICE
HI1994M 90cm Induction 5 Zone Cooktop $3,799
HI1995G 90cm Induction 6 Zone Cooktop $3,599
OP8637A Craft 60cm Pyrolytic Oven $1,899
OP8664A Craft 60cm Pyrolytic Oven $2,299
OP8687A Craft 60cm Pyrolytic Oven $2,599

OCM8487A Craft 45cm Combi-Microwave
Oven $2,799

OCS8487A Craft 45cm Combi-Steam Oven $2,999

23. ASKO will contact the customer if a product becomes discontinued. The relevant product is to be paid in full and delivery
taken within 30 days. If delivery is not taken, ASKO cannot guarantee product availability and will not offer a replacement.
A full refund will be issued.

24. All promotions are only available on products purchased through ASKO’s Retail Agents through ASKO’s Vara online
sales portal. Promotions or any special offers will not be applicable to commercial trade purchases, staff purchases,
associate purchases, seconds stock boxed or unboxed purchased at ASKO or a business partner of ASKO.

25. Commercial orders to businesses are not eligible to receive promotional offers which are exclusively offered to our
ASKO Agents at full retail price.

26. All accessories depicted in marketing material are not a part of the offer. This includes (and is not limited to) pull
out shelves on laundry appliances, top and side panels on dishwashers, and any kitchen cabinetry or utensils
depicted in any ASKO images.

27. Only open to Australian residents residing in Australia aged 18 years and over.

28. To the extent permitted by law, any ASKO appliance returned due to change of mind, will be liable for a
re-stocking fee of 20% of the purchase price if the appliance is not in original packaging or the packaging has
been opened (statutory returns excluded).

29. ASKO reserves the right to change, substitute, withdraw or extend any promotional offer at any time without
notice. Any decision by ASKO in connection with this offer is final.
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ASKO Cooktop Runout (HG1935AD) Terms and Conditions are as follows:

For a limited time: Save $1200 on ASKO HG1935AD Cooktop.

30. Offer only available on the purchase of eligible ASKO appliances from ASKO authorised agents in Australia from
22nd December 2023 – While stocks last (Offer Period).

31. Orders must be paid in full & delivered within 30 days of placing the order.

32. Offer only available strictly while stocks last, no rainchecks.

33. Offer does not include any Display Clearance Stock items.

34. Offer is inclusive of GST. Full retail price is disclosed on ASKO’s website au.asko.com under the associated product.

35. This offer is not valid in conjunction with any other ASKO Cooking or Kitchen offers.

36. This offer will be applied at point of purchase, not via redemption.

37. Offer only available on purchases of selected ASKO Kitchen and Cooking appliances designed for
domestic/personal use as listed below:

MODEL CODE PRODUCT DESCRIPTION RUNOUT PRICE

HG1935AD 90cm Gas 5 Burner Volcano
Cooktop $2,299

38. ASKO will contact the customer if a product becomes discontinued. The relevant product is to be paid in full and delivery
taken within 30 days. If delivery is not taken, ASKO cannot guarantee product availability and will not offer a replacement.
A full refund will be issued.

39. All promotions are only available on products purchased through ASKO’s Retail Agents through ASKO’s Vara online
sales portal. Promotions or any special offers will not be applicable to commercial trade purchases, staff purchases,
associate purchases, seconds stock boxed or unboxed purchased at ASKO or a business partner of ASKO.

40. Commercial orders to businesses are not eligible to receive promotional offers which are exclusively offered to our
ASKO Agents at full retail price.

41. All accessories depicted in marketing material are not a part of the offer. This includes (and is not limited to) pull
out shelves on laundry appliances, top and side panels on dishwashers, and any kitchen cabinetry or utensils
depicted in any ASKO images.

42. Only open to Australian residents residing in Australia aged 18 years and over.

43. To the extent permitted by law, any ASKO appliance returned due to change of mind, will be liable for a
re-stocking fee of 20% of the purchase price if the appliance is not in original packaging or the packaging has
been opened (statutory returns excluded).

44. ASKO reserves the right to change, substitute, withdraw or extend any promotional offer at any time without
notice. Any decision by ASKO in connection with this offer is final.
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Boxing Day Offer - Save Up To $800 on selected ASKO Kitchen and Laundry Appliances Terms and
Conditions are as follows:

45. Offer only available on the purchase of eligible ASKO appliances from ASKO authorised agents in Australia from
22nd December until 14th January 2024 (Offer Period).

46. Offer only available strictly while stocks last, no rainchecks.

47. Offer does not include any Display Clearance Stock items.

48. Offer is inclusive of GST. Full retail price is disclosed on ASKO’s website au.asko.com under the associated product.

49. For relevant models, this offer is valid in conjunction with the ‘Buy My Partner’ , ’Buy My Partner+’ and
’Complimentary hidden helper’ Promotions.

50. Not valid in conjunction with any other ASKO Kitchen or Laundry offers.

51. This offer will be applied at point of purchase, not via redemption.

52. Offer only available on purchases of selected ASKO appliances designed for domestic/personal use as listed
below:

MODEL CODE RRP PROMOTION OFFER PRICE (incl.
GST)

Dishwashers
DBI343ID.W.AU $1,499 $200 $1,299
DBI343ID.S.AU $1,699 $200 $1,499
DBI364ID.S.AU $2,099 $300 $1,799
DBI565IK.BS.A

U $2,599 $400 $2,199

DBI766IQ.S.AU $2,899 $500 $2,399
DFI564D.AU $2,099 $300 $1,799

DFI766UXXL.AU $2,999 $500 $2,499
DSD767UXXL.A

U $3,799 $600 $3,199

Laundry Appliances
W2084C.W.AU $1,999 $500 $1,499
W4104C.W.AU $2,799 $600 $2,199
T208C.W.AU $1,999 $400 $1,599
T208H.W.AU $2,499 $500 $1,999
T410HD.W.AU $2,999 $600 $2,399

Ovens
OP8687S $3,099 $800 $2,299

OCSM8478G $6,299 $800 $5,499
OP8678G $4,299 $600 $3,699

53. Orders under $5,000: ASKO can hold orders free of charge for a total of 6 months from the date of purchase. After 6
months, the order will need to be paid in full and delivery taken. If not, ASKO reserves the right to cancel the order and
issue a refund.
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Orders over $5,000: ASKO can hold orders free of charge for a total of 6 months from the date of purchase. After 6
months, payment is to be made in full otherwise ASKO reserves the right to cancel the order and issue a refund. Once
payment is received, the holding period will extend a further 6 months free of charge (full holding period equalling 12
months). If delivery is not taken after 12 months, ASKO reserves the right to cancel the order and issue a refund.

54. ASKO will contact the customer if a product becomes discontinued. The relevant product is to be paid in full and delivery
taken within 7 days. If delivery is not taken, ASKO cannot guarantee product availability and will not offer a replacement. A
full refund will be issued.

55. All promotions are only available on products purchased through ASKO’s Retail Agents through ASKO’s Vara online sales
portal. Promotions or any special offers will not be applicable to commercial trade purchases, staff purchases, associate
purchases, seconds stock boxed or unboxed purchased at ASKO or a business partner of ASKO.

56. Commercial orders to businesses are not eligible to receive promotional offers which are exclusively offered to our
ASKO Agents at full retail price.

57. All accessories depicted in marketing material are not a part of the offer. This includes (and is not limited to) pull
out shelves on laundry appliances, top and side panels on dishwashers, and any kitchen cabinetry or utensils
depicted in any ASKO images.

58. Only open to Australian residents residing in Australia aged 18 years and over.

59. To the extent permitted by law, any ASKO appliance returned due to change of mind, will be liable for a re-stocking
fee of 20% of the purchase price if the appliance is not in original packaging or the packaging has been opened
(statutory returns excluded).

60. ASKO reserves the right to change, substitute, withdraw or extend any promotional offer at any time without
notice. Any decision by ASKO in connection with this offer is final.
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Buy My Partner Save $200 Laundry package Terms and Conditions are as follows:

Purchase any ASKO Washing Machine and ASKO Dryer together and save $200.

61. Offer only available on the purchase of eligible ASKO appliances from ASKO authorised agents in Australia from
1st April 2023 until 31st January 2024.

62. Offer is inclusive of GST and will be deducted off the full retail price. Full retail price is disclosed on ASKO’s website
au.asko.com under the associated product.

63. This offer will be applied at point of purchase, not via redemption.

64. This offer is valid in conjunction with other ASKO Laundry offers.

65. Offer only available on purchases of ASKO Washing Machines: W2084C, W4086C, W4086P, W4104C and
W6088X, and ASKO Dryers: T208C, T208H, T408HD, T410HD and T608HX designed for domestic/personal
use. Not available on any other ASKO appliances or accessories.

66. Orders under $5,000: ASKO can hold orders free of charge for a total of 6 months from the date of purchase. After 6
months, the order will need to be paid in full and delivery taken. If not, ASKO reserves the right to cancel the order and
issue a refund.

Orders over $5,000: ASKO can hold orders free of charge for a total of 6 months from the date of purchase. After 6
months, payment is to be made in full otherwise ASKO reserves the right to cancel the order and issue a refund. Once
payment is received, the holding period will extend a further 6 months free of charge (full holding period equalling 12
months). If delivery is not taken after 12 months, ASKO reserves the right to cancel the order and issue a refund.

67. ASKO will contact the customer if a product becomes discontinued. The relevant product is to be paid in full and delivery
taken within 7 days. If delivery is not taken, ASKO cannot guarantee product availability and will not offer a replacement. A
full refund will be issued.

68. All promotions are only available on products purchased through ASKO’s Retail Agents through ASKO’s Vara online sales
portal. Promotions or any special offers will not be applicable to commercial trade purchases, staff purchases, associate
purchases, seconds stock boxed or unboxed purchased at ASKO or a business partner of ASKO.

69. Commercial orders to businesses are not eligible to receive promotional offers which are exclusively offered to our
ASKO Agents at full retail price.

70. All accessories depicted in marketing material are not a part of the offer. This includes (and is not limited to) pull
out shelves on laundry appliances, top and side panels on dishwashers, and any kitchen cabinetry or utensils
depicted in any ASKO images.

71. Only open to Australian residents residing in Australia aged 18 years and over.

72. To the extent permitted by law, any ASKO appliance returned due to change of mind, will be liable for a re-stocking
fee of 20% of the purchase price if the appliance is not in original packaging or the packaging has been opened
(statutory returns excluded).

73. ASKO reserves the right to change, substitute, withdraw or extend any promotional offer at any time without
notice. Any decision by ASKO in connection with this offer is final.
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Buy My Partner + Save $400 Laundry package Terms and Conditions are as follows:

Purchase any ASKO Washing Machine, ASKO Dryer and ASKO Drying Cabinet together and save $400.

74. Offer only available on the purchase of eligible ASKO appliances from ASKO authorised agents in Australia from
1st April 2023 until 31st January 2024 (Offer Period).

75. Offer is inclusive of GST and will be deducted off the full retail price. Full retail price is disclosed on ASKO’s website
au.asko.com under the associated product.

76. This offer will be applied at point of purchase, not via redemption.

77. This offer is valid in conjunction with other ASKO Laundry offers.

78. Offer only available on purchases of ASKO Washing Machines: W2084C, W4086C, W4086P, W4104C and
W6088X, ASKO Dryers: T208C, T208H, T408HD, T410HD and T608HX, and ASKO Drying Cabinet DC7774V
designed for domestic/personal use. Not available on any other ASKO appliances or accessories.

79. Orders under $5,000: ASKO can hold orders free of charge for a total of 6 months from the date of purchase. After 6
months, the order will need to be paid in full and delivery taken. If not, ASKO reserves the right to cancel the order and
issue a refund.

Orders over $5,000: ASKO can hold orders free of charge for a total of 6 months from the date of purchase. After 6
months, payment is to be made in full otherwise ASKO reserves the right to cancel the order and issue a refund. Once
payment is received, the holding period will extend a further 6 months free of charge (full holding period equalling 12
months). If delivery is not taken after 12 months, ASKO reserves the right to cancel the order and issue a refund.

80. ASKO will contact the customer if a product becomes discontinued. The relevant product is to be paid in full and delivery
taken within 7 days. If delivery is not taken, ASKO cannot guarantee product availability and will not offer a replacement. A
full refund will be issued.

81. All promotions are only available on products purchased through ASKO’s Retail Agents through ASKO’s Vara
online sales portal. Promotions or any special offers will not be applicable to commercial trade purchases, staff
purchases, associate purchases, seconds stock boxed or unboxed purchased at ASKO or a business partner of
ASKO.

82. Commercial orders to businesses are not eligible to receive promotional offers which are exclusively offered to our
ASKO Agents at full retail price.

83. All accessories depicted in marketing material are not a part of the offer. This includes (and is not limited to) pull
out shelves on laundry appliances, top and side panels on dishwashers, and any kitchen cabinetry or utensils
depicted in any ASKO images.

84. Only open to Australian residents residing in Australia aged 18 years and over.

85. To the extent permitted by law, any ASKO appliance returned due to change of mind, will be liable for a re-stocking
fee of 20% of the purchase price if the appliance is not in original packaging or the packaging has been opened
(statutory returns excluded).

86. ASKO reserves the right to change, substitute, withdraw or extend any promotional offer at any time without
notice. Any decision by ASKO in connection with this offer is final.
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ASKO Complimentary Hidden Helper offer Terms and Conditions are as follows:

Receive a complimentary hidden helper (HDB1153W) valued at $849 when purchasing ASKO heat pump Drying
cabinet (DC7784HP.W.AU)

87. Offer only available on the purchase of eligible ASKO appliances from ASKO authorised agents in Australia from
1st April 2023 until 31st January 2024 (Offer Period).

88. Offer only available strictly while stocks last, no rainchecks.

89. Offer does not include any Display Clearance Stock items.

90. Offer is inclusive of GST. Full retail price is disclosed on ASKO’s website au.asko.com under the associated product.

91. For relevant models, this offer is valid in conjunction with the ‘Buy My Partner’ and ‘Buy My Partner + Promotions.
Not valid in conjunction with any other ASKO Laundry offers.

92. This offer will be applied at point of purchase, not via redemption.

93. Standard 2 year warranty is provided by ASKO

94. Offer only available on purchases of selected ASKO appliances designed for domestic/personal use as listed
below:

W2084C, W4086C, W4086P, W4104C, W6088X.W.AU, T208C, T208H, T408HD, T410HD, T608HX.AU and
DC7784HD.W.AU

95. Orders under $5,000: ASKO can hold orders free of charge for a total of 6 months from the date of purchase. After 6
months, the order will need to be paid in full and delivery taken. If not, ASKO reserves the right to cancel the order and
issue a refund.

Orders over $5,000: ASKO can hold orders free of charge for a total of 6 months from the date of purchase. After 6
months, payment is to be made in full otherwise ASKO reserves the right to cancel the order and issue a refund. Once
payment is received, the holding period will extend a further 6 months free of charge (full holding period equalling 12
months). If delivery is not taken after 12 months, ASKO reserves the right to cancel the order and issue a refund.

96. ASKO will contact the customer if a product becomes discontinued. The relevant product is to be paid in full and delivery
taken within 7 days. If delivery is not taken, ASKO cannot guarantee product availability and will not offer a replacement. A
full refund will be issued.

97. All promotions are only available on products purchased through ASKO’s Retail Agents through ASKO’s Vara online sales
portal. Promotions or any special offers will not be applicable to commercial trade purchases, staff purchases, associate
purchases, seconds stock boxed or unboxed purchased at ASKO or a business partner of ASKO.

98. Commercial orders to businesses are not eligible to receive promotional offers which are exclusively offered to our
ASKO Agents at full retail price.

99. All accessories depicted in marketing material are not a part of the offer. This includes (and is not limited to) pull
out shelves on laundry appliances, top and side panels on dishwashers, and any kitchen cabinetry or utensils
depicted in any ASKO images.
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100.Only open to Australian residents residing in Australia aged 18 years and over.

101.To the extent permitted by law, any ASKO appliance returned due to change of mind, will be liable for a re-stocking
fee of 20% of the purchase price if the appliance is not in original packaging or the packaging has been opened
(statutory returns excluded).

102.ASKO reserves the right to change, substitute, withdraw or extend any promotional offer at any time without
notice. Any decision by ASKO in connection with this offer is final.
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